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My imagination makes me human and
makes meafool; itgivesme all the world

and exiles mefrom it.
—URSULA LE GUIN

Fornmately somewhere between chance

and mystery lies imagination. the only

thing thatprotects ourfreedom, despite the
fact thatpeople keep trying to reduce or

kill it ofaltogether:
—-LUIS BUNUEL 

Man is an imagining being.
“GASTON BACHELARD

Imagination, the supreme delight ofthe
immortal and the immature, should be

limited. In order to enjoy If e, we should
not enjoy it too much.

—VLAD!MIR NABOKOV  

The imagination is mans power over
nature.

—WALLACE STEVENS

Imagination is like a lofty building reared

to meet the sky—fancy is a balloon that
soars at the winds will.

—GELETI‘ BURGESS

Imagination: a warehouse offacts with
poet and liar in joint ownership.

—AM.BROSE BIERCE
  

On the Business of Life

enryFordisFordlandiaIinBrazil] wasanattempttocreateasystematicrubbertree
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littleBthnflandiasunfivesbmsortqftributetohisMgination.

 
Imagination is a veryprecise thing—it is
notfantasy; the man who invented the

wheel while he was observing another man

walking—that is imagination!
—]ACQUES LIPCHITZ 

Skill without imagination is craftsmanship

and gives us many useful objects such as
wickerworlc picnic baskets. Imagination

without skill gives as modern art.
—TOM SfOPPARD

So you see, imagination needs moodling—
long, inej‘icient, happy idling, dawdling
and puttering.

—BRENDA UELAND

"film-W171-NunbettomallSSNwtssslnkwbwndfimekmmmhugmwithmmaisslnlnAorfiarIdOmbetbyFuheslnnfiflfifflIM
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It is the spirit of the age to believe that
anyfact, no matter how suspect, is

superior to any imaginative exercise,
no matter how true.

—GORE VIDAL

That which we know is but little; that

which we have a presentiment of is
immense; it is in this direction that the

poet outruns the teamed man.
—-]OSEPH ROUX

It will befound, infact, that the

ingenious are alwaysfanciful, and
the truly imaginative never less than

analytic. .
—EDGAR ALLAN P059 

Think left and think right and think low '

and think high. Oh, the thinks you can
think up Jonly you try!

—THEODOR G
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How the drug industry

abandoned science

for salesmanship.

:IIL}! =:1I1|"|‘:'IH_:‘a'.‘."|‘

OVARTIS EMPLOYS SOME OF THE BEST MED-

” -‘ ical researchers in the world. and they have cre-
_ ated such lifesavers as Gleevec, which treats a

I ' deadly form of leukemia. But what is the
fourth-biggest seller in the Novartis medicine

cabinet? N0 lifesaver. It’s Lamisil, a pill for—

‘ horrorsI—toenail fungus. The main effect of
the fungus is that it turns the toenail yellow; it can hurt, but no

one has died of this inconvenience. But a few people may have

died takin Larnisil. Federal regulators have linked the drug
to 16 cases of liver failure, including 11 deaths. Novartis
says most of the patients had preexisting illnesses or were
also on other drugs.

Yet 10 million Americans have taken Lamisil, which

costs $850 for a three-month treatment. They have

been lured by a grotesque cartoon creature called Dig-
ger the Dermatophyte, a squat, yellow fellow with a

dumb—guy New York accent In TV ads he lifts a toenail

as if it were the hood of a car, then creeps beneath it to
V declare, l‘I’rn not leavin’!” -

TNS Media Intelligence calculates that Novartis has spent $236
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